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DelightFULL got ready for Christmas Season! 

Now that warmer nights are gone it is time to revive the classics, as 2015 was the year of mid 
century modern design. Trends come and go but lighting classics are in order. This Christmas 
2015 season is all about taking on the classics, shapes, finishes and techniques and putting 
them together with modern ambiences where they fit perfectly with the most contemporary 
designs.  

December is the time to give in to the Christmas spirit and to indulge our loved ones. This 
holiday season is time to appreciate those who were always there and deserve all the best. It 
is the perfect opportunity for you to show them your affection and brighten up their Christmas.  

As expected, DelightFULL thought about you and is presenting the perfect Christmas Luxury 
gifts selection to warm up this cold season. Let yourself be seduced by the jazzy notes that 
inspired the brand’s most iconic designs. Are you prepared to feel in love with this luxury 
lifestyle selection? 

 

http://www.delightfull.eu/en/
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/press/index.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/press/
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Matheny Chandelier| Heritage Collection 

   

 

Matheny Chandelier it’s a classic. But more than that is a stilnovo piece that came to reinvent 
classic designs with a high aesthetic feeling. Its shape and dimension can assume many forms, 
from round and oval to square or rectangular format to suit just perfectly your dining table or 
living room this Christmas. Composed by geometric golden tubes, this chandelier reflects the 
sophistication of a timeless iconic piece that makes the perfect Christmas Luxury Gift for your 
home or loved one.  

 

Janis Floor Lamp | Heritage Collection 

   

Janis Floor Lamp is a contemporary floor lamp which recovers the golden jazz spirit of 60’s. 
Covered by a golden bath, this floor lamp was designed to make a powerful stance at your living 
room this next Christmas, turning any place into a classic majestic setting. And don’t you agree 
this majestic golden piece kind of resembles a Christmas tree? It makes Janis floor even more 
perfect for a Luxury Gift.  

http://www.delightfull.eu/en/
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/matheny-ceiling-lamp.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/janis-standing-lamp.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/matheny-ceiling-lamp.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/janis-standing-lamp.php
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Atomic Table Lamp | Heritage Collection  

   

This Atomic Table Lamp is a spot-on interpretation of the atomic age design. A set of round 
spotlights mixed with golden and black balls, all arranged in an abstract organic composition to 
enhance non-conventional molecular forms. Each shade evokes an amazing effect on the 
surface. Conceived for modern settings, this striking piece can be ideally placed in a modern 
living room to surprise your guests this Christmas. A breathtaking design inspired in the 50’s 
legacy that will make your Christmas Gifts Selection more Atomic.  

 

Jobim Armchair | Essentials Collection 

  
 
 

 
Inspired by the 50’s and 60’s retro designs, Jobim Chair is the balance between classy and 
mysterious. The red leather in contrast with its golden brass base adds the perfect retro chic 
touch to your living room for this Christmas. If you are looking for the very last gift to that 
special person, why not go with this soon to be icon of retro cool style?  

 

 

http://www.delightfull.eu/en/
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/table/atomic-sideboard-lamp.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/essentials/lounge/jobim-armchair.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/table/atomic-sideboard-lamp.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/essentials/lounge/jobim-armchair.php
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Virgin Bicycle | Essentials Collection 

 
 

To finish up your list of Luxury Gifts for this Christmas you have Virgin Bicycle, a white bicycle 
with little note of copper. The perfect combination for a lazy ride, enjoying the city in this cold 
holiday season afternoons. It is not because it’s cold outside that you cannot feel like a star, 
cruising around town in great style and comfort…and a bit of vanity, knowing all eyes will be on 
you. Virgin is the top key of your Luxury Gifts Selection for this Christmas.  

 
 

http://www.delightfull.eu/en/
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/essentials/cruisers/virgin-bicycle.php
http://www.delightfull.eu/en/essentials/cruisers/virgin-bicycle.php

